FAN COMMUNICATIONS MODULE
In May 2019 we have introduced “Fan-Communications” Module. It was
designed to let supporters get closer to the stars. Now fans can use their ACE and
TEAM tokens to communicate with sportsmen and get a unique experience with
their favorites involved. So far we have created many different activities:
✓ 2 tennis games against one of the best Russian tennis players Veronica
Kudermetova
✓ 3 personal training sessions with our poker experts have been held
✓ Video Chat with Aleksey Sutormin

Tennis games against Veronica Kudermetova
In summer 2019 we have conducted 2 training sessions with Russia’s top tennis
player Veronica Kudrmetova.
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Her personal fans bought “a ticket” to the event on the “Fan Communications”
Module for ACE tokens.
They had a chance to train with Veronica and her coach Sergei Demekhin and then
compete with her in a short match. After the first training in June, we have received
many requests from the community to conduct one more training. Luckily Veronica
had one more free day in July and we sold one more training with her.
Watch the highlights of 1st and 2nd training sessions!
3 personal training sessions with TokenStars poker expert
Some events are just for fun but we also have educational activities. 3 members of
our community already had a private coaching session with Tobias. Tobias is our
main poker expert and one of the best online players in Germany. He developed
various plans for training sessions for players with different skill levels. He showed
them some tactics and even helped to win a couple of Sit and Go tournaments. A
training session is available now to apply so if you want to upgrade yourself in poker
you are welcome to join the next training.
Video Chat with Aleksey Sutormin
In December 2019 we have introduced a brand new type of activity on our platform.
Now you can have a video call with a famous Russian football player Alexey
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Sutormin. It is a great way to make a birthday present for your friends and relatives.
Soon we will introduce new activities. Stay tuned!
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